
The Spiegelau Craft Beer Glasses have been approved by an expert 
tasting panel of master brewers from industry professionals. 

Lead-free crystal • 1500 cycles dishwasher proof • Extremely resistant to breakage • Made in Germany

Like our expert tasting panel, we believe that craft beers deserve crafted glasses. 

Cheers!

Many mass-produced beer glasses lack elegance and ruin the tasting experience. Impurities in the glass trap debris, 
thick walls allow the beer to warm up too fast and bad designs allow aromas to escape.



The glass has been developed in collaboration with two of the leading IPA brewers in the 
United States, Dogfish Head and Sierra Nevada, and achieved through a series of design and 
tasting workshops in which hundreds of possible designs were considered.

Designed to showcase the complex and alluring aromatic profiles of American “hop-forward” 
IPA beers, preserve a frothy head, enhance taste and mouth feel, and present a comfortably 
wide opening for the drinker to savor each beer, Spiegelau’s latest design is the go-to vessel for 
enjoying IPA.

In collaboration with the award winning Michigan-based Bell’s Brewery and developed 
specifically for one the world’s most popular beer varieties. Spiegelau challenged conventional 
thinking and presumption of what a wheat beer glass should look like. The new glass 
ultimately offers the best wheat beer drinking experience, enhancing the style’s delicate floral 
and fruit-scented aromatic profile.  It delivers the optimal taste, aroma and mouth feel to 
enhance American and Belgian wheat beers.

Following in the footsteps of their hugely successful IPA glass project, Spiegelau partnered 
with two of the leading Stout brewers in the United States, Left Hand Brewing Company 
from Colorado and Rogue Ales from Oregon, to create the ultimate tool for enjoying Stout 
beer.

Expertly crafted, tested and approved, the Spiegelau Stout glass accentuates the roasted 
malt, rich coffee and chocolate notes that define the Stout beer style, while maintaining the 
functional design characteristics for which Spiegelau beer glassware has become known.

LASER CUT RIM: 
Crisp, clean delivery in every sip
MOUTH OPENING: 
Wide mouth allows drinker to “nose“ the beer 
comfortably for heightened aroma and delivers 
beer evenly across palate to enhance mouthfeel 
and harmony of sweetness and acidity

BOWL: 
Slender, bowed shape amplifies hops aroma
THIN WALLS:
Maintains proper beer temperature longer
REFRESHER: 
Wave-like ridges aerate beer into and out of the 
glass to balance flavors as you drink 

IPA GLASS G’s # 98116 
12 per case

STOUT GLASS G’s #98117 
12 per case

WHEAT GLASS G’s #98118
12 per case

LASER CUT RIM: 
Smooth, clean delivery in every sip
MOUTH OPENING: 
Wide mouth allows drinker to “nose“ the beer 
comfortably for heightened aroma and delivers 
beer evenly across palate to enhance mouthfeel 
and harmony of sweetness and acidity

BOWL: 
Wide and conical to take in the malt aromas of 
roast, chocolate and lactose sugar
THIN WALLS:
Maintains proper beer temperature longer
BOTTOM: 
Designed to drive beer and foam upward into the 
main bowl

LASER CUT RIM: 
Crisp, clean delivery in every sip
MOUTH OPENING: 
Wide mouth allows drinker to “nose“ the beer 
comfortably for heightened aroma and delivers 
beer evenly across palate to enhance mouthfeel 
and harmony of sweetness and acidity

BOWL: 
Large, voluminous bowl harnesses and retains the 
delicate aromas
THIN WALLS:
Maintains proper beer temperature longer
BOTTOM: 
Open bottom drives beer and aromatic foam 
upward into main bowl after every sip
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